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11 May  2010 

GLENCORE GRAIN SUBMISSIONS -  CBH, VITERRA AND AWB PERSPECTIVES 

• We have examined the CBH (03/10) and Viterra (23 April 2010) submissions on the draft report of 
the commission for issues they take about matters in Glencore Grain’s submissions. 

• We have also examined the views of AWB on the submissions we have raised.  AWB’s views should 
be given weight since AWB is a very significant user of port terminal facilities. 

 

1. Glencore Grain’s submission that the access test must be retained and strengthened 

AWB supports retention of access test 

At pp 8-9 of the AWB submission AWB outline their own practical difficulties negotiating with the 
bulk handling companies, and their reliance on the access undertaking. 

We submit that the commission should give great weight to this submission, coming from a very 
substantial trader.  It may be expected that other traders who are smaller will be in the same 
position.  We are. 

CBH secondary market  

As stated  in sec 3.5 of our submission, the CBH secondary market requires a 5c a tonne fee to 
CBH, CBH approval of transfers, and transferee and transferor have, in effect, to use Grain 
Express (which is CBH transport).  Thus the CBH secondary market is entirely dependent on 
CBH. 

CBH states at sec 5.3(b)(x), p 5, of its submission as an objective in implementing port capacity 
that the secondary market should “operate independent of CBH”.   

Lest this objective be disingenuous, the rules have to change so that the secondary market does 
indeed operate independently of CBH.   

Without the undertaking required by the access test there would be no procedure for such a 
change. 

CBH auction system 

CBH propose at sec 5.3(c)(v), p 8, of their submission nine changes to the auction system. 
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CBH say that the details will be shortly advised to the trade and be subject to a period of industry 
consultation. 

In fact sec 10.3 of the CBH access undertaking provides for notice and consultation and the 
involvement of the ACCC in variations to the port terminal rules. 

Clearly a variation to the port terminal rules is needed because (i) the present rules force Grain 
Express on traders, CBH can manipulate capacity and CBH benefits from forfeited fees for unused 
capacity (see secs 3.3 to 3.6 of our submission) and (ii) CBH sees the need for change. (At this 
stage it is not necessary to consider the details of what CBH proposes.) 

Without the undertaking required by the access test there would be no procedure for such a 
change. 

Whether Grain Express meets market need 

The only way to find out whether Grain Express, that is transport to port organised by CBH, meets 
the needs of the market is to allow choice as to transport to port. 

As pointed out in secs 3.3 and 3.7 – 3.9 of our submission there is no such choice under the port 
terminal rules, Grain Express is expensive and its cost is a levy, that is it is not a fee for service. 

On the other hand CBH says at sec 5.3(c)(ix), p 9, of its submission: 

To date CBH has had an extremely limited interest in Direct to Port 
access (ie access to CBH port terminals through an alternative supply 
chain). CBH contends that this is because the basic CBH service is 
addressing the market needs as there is no discrimination between grain 
delivered from the CBH supply chain versus that from an alternate supply chain. 

 

However the plain facts are: 

- Traders have to use Grain Express at present. Direct to Port cannot be chosen at the only time 
allowed for choice, which is within 5 days of buying a slot. 

- In the last season we incurred demurrage and surge costs exceeding $2.3m and this season 
$300,000 demurrage costs because Grain Express transport in both seasons has been slow 

It is submitted that CBH’s statement is unfounded and cannot be relied on. 
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Whether others should be allowed to transport grain to port 

CBH say at sec5.3(f), p 16: 

Quite simply, if Grain Express does not perform for exporters, they will seek 
to establish alternate supply chains. Exporters are seeking their grain at port 
at the required time at the required specification. If CBH fail to provide comfort that it will 
deliver this, exporters will seek to go around CBH. 
 

That is, CBH recognises the need for others to be allowed to compete against Grain Express. 
Consistently with this admission, CBH’s access undertaking and the agreements and rules it 
incorporates need to be amended to allow others to transport grain to port as freely as CBH. 
 
Whether the access test creates investment uncertainty 
 
The main thrust of Viterra’s submission is that the access test should go because it is a “strong 
disincentive for future efficient investment in infrastructure” (p 2, first paragraph). 
 
There are two points to note: 
- Viterra have not given a single example of cancelled investment.  Contrast the specific 

cancellations or deferrals of projects by mining companies following the recent super profits 
tax announcements, eg actual deferrals in relation to Olympic Dam. 

 
-  In South Australia, the total export crop, including non-wheat this year is understood to be 

6m tonnes.  ABB is understood to have storage and handling facilities for some 8 million tonnes.  
The state had more export ports than any other state.  The issue of further investment in 
storage and port terminals is entirely academic. 
 

We submit that there is no evidence whatsoever of the access test causing investment 
uncertainty. 

   

2. Prices to growers must be expressed consistently or by means of a unit price such as a track 
price 

CBH say at sec 3.3, p 2 of the submission: 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that some pool managers inflate estimated pool returns 
at harvest time to attract grain with prices subsequently declining post harvest. 

AWB say: 
 

 The Australian grains industry would benefit from pool operator guidelines to enhance and 
promote further transparency in the industry. (p 3, first sentence) 
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AWB list at sec 1, p 3, the many factors affecting pool price, such as foreign exchange, commodity 
derivates, and risk profile. 
 
We submit these admissions from significant pool operators show the need for a consistent system 
of pricing pool returns that enables the grower to make fair comparisons, and the need for 
oversight by WEA, both as submitted in sec 6 of Glencore Grain’s submission. 
 
 

3. The access undertaking must apply to all port capacity, not just spare capacity. 

The case for the access test applying to all capacity and not just spare capacity is correctly put by 
AWB at pp 9-10 of their submission.  We respectfully commend their submission in this regard to 
the commission. 

The sole basis for the commission’s considering linking the test to only spare capacity appears to 
be chance remarks of the NCC’s Executive Director to a hearing of the commission: see p 140 of 
the draft report. 

We agree with the AWB submission that the NCC interpretation is flawed. 

We strongly submit that the access test must continue to apply to all port capacity. 

 

4. Regulatory change: item 10 f in our submission- an independent fund to hold ship loading slot 
deposits. 

AWB support an independently operated process for allocating shipping slots, p 9, second last 
paragraph. 

This is consistent with but goes further than our submission.  The only explanation for such a 
strong submission is that CBH and Viterra are too conflicted.  They cannot be trusted with the 
allocation of ship loading slots. 

 

5. Despatch and demurrage system 

AWB at p 9, 6th paragraph, correctly point to the flaw in the auction system not having demurrage 
despatch.   
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In our experience CBH will not agree to any demurrage despatch terms.  If Grain Express was as 
reliable as it should be CBH would accept the demurrage costs and benefits that should flow from 
it. Secondly if Grain Express is the only transport system allowed by CBH, CBH should not be 
permitted to walk away from the cost of delays when the system fails, as it has even this year. 

 

*** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


